SASERATALK DEFENSE

SECURE COMMUNICATIONS
WITH MOBILE DEVICES

SaseraTalk Defense
SaseraTalk Defense is a mobile communication
solution combining multiple services such as
telephony, instant messaging and SMS with
sophisticated security mechanisms to protect
your organization's sensitive and classified information. SaseraTalk Defense transforms public networks and standard terminals into highly
secure communication channels.

public forces and government officials demand a more
effective solution to protect classified and top-secret
communications. A strong security suite, easily integrated into existing smartphones and networks is the
aim behind SaseraTalk Defense. The solution offering
also contains special hardened devices to meet the
highest security requirements, facilitating very flexible
deployment options covering different end user needs
and security levels.
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Feature list

Security architecture

The following functionalities are available
within SaseraTalk Defense

Security is applied to the communication
between all components as well to the
information exchanged end-to-end.



Secure voice calls (VoIP)



Double layer security



Secure conference calls



End-to-End encryption



Secure Chat/IM





Secure SMS

Fully deployable on customer premises
and portable for tactical missions



Secure group communication



Available as a SaaS solution hosted in
the Swiss Fort Knox data centre



Secure file transfer (videos, pictures,
audio messages and documents)



Scalable and modular architecture



Centralized contact, device and user
management



Key Agreement: Ephemeral DiffieHellman (EDH)



Call recording with user indication
(enabled only on customer request)



Encryption ciphers: AES 256, Camellia
(additional ciphers configurable)



Protected local storage for user data



Hashing algorithms: SHA-2 and BLAKE



Presence information



Support for Hardware Security
Modules (HSM) through PKCS#11



Auto-destruction of messages





Link quality indicator during calls

Keys are negotiated per call and destroyed afterwards



Mute and loudspeaker call features





Contact authorization control

Protection against replay attacks and
dictionary attacks



Cross platform, available for
iPhone, Android and Blackberry



Hardened mobile devices for the
strongest security requirements



Collection of statistics and CDRs



Device authorization control for additional user protection



Suitable for any IP access network



Customization of security parameters
and algorithms upon request
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